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Coaching Moves Toolkit 

Note on automaticity vs. iteration vs. transferability:  The purpose of high-repetition practice changes when the skill 
being practiced is a content skill rather than an execution skill.  Many of the coaching moves below are specific to 
practice of execution skills, because they are about building automaticity, which frees up cognitive space for the more 
intellectual tasks of teaching.  However, for more intellectual teaching tasks, a high-rep model applies for two reasons 
outside of building automaticity: 

1. Iteration: by repeating again and again, we get better, more intentional, more precise.  For example, 
practicing “Stamping an Understanding” again and again will lead to iteration on the stamp until it is the 
most accurate, precise, and student-friendly explanation of the content. 
 

2. Transferability: by trying at-bat after at-bat, teachers have prepared for a wider variety of possibilities and 
therefore have more transferrable skills.  For example, practicing responses to 15 possible misconceptions 
back-to-back leaves teachers more proficient with the skill of responding to misconceptions than thinking 
through one misconception and moving on. 

 

 

Skill Coaching 
Name / 

Description 
Nuances, Rationale, Examples 

Catchphrase 
Rationale 

 
Be prepared with consistent, one sentence rationale for teacher moves in order to provide a full and 
thoughtful reason for practice while preventing the need for rationale from derailing practice.  When 
appropriate, use stock rationale to connect purpose of each skill explicitly to an all-encompassing goal 
(i.e. “All students(1) observably(2) doing high-quality thinking(3) at every moment(4)”) or to the 
language of a rubric or instructional standards (i.e. Academic Ownership, Essential Content).  
 

Call Your Shot 

1. Name each step before/as you model it.   
2. Physically “Step Out” of the model or turn your head toward the teacher to differentiate 

naming the step from modeling.   
3. Exaggerate the Model   

 

Pop Up/ 
Let’s Try It 

1. Get to modeling quickly, with minimal conversation first.   
2. Jump up from chair to practice with energy and enthusiasm, in order to normalize the process 

of getting up to practice.   
3. Emphasize “Let’s try it” to push through discomfort   

 

Isolation/ 
Layering 

1. Identify one step or one nuance of the skill for more practice 
2. “Zoom in” for a high number of reps on that specific skill or nuance 
3.  “Put it back together” for several more reps of the full skill or “Rehearsal Practice” of 

multiple skills embedded in context and content 
 

Set the Bar 

Once a perfect rep is achieved: 
1. Name the goal for reps to complete 
2. State goal of automaticity, not mastery (Look to Reps Past Mastery/Reps to Automaticity 

Technique) 
3. Visibly count the reps 
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Skill Coaching, Cont’d 
Name / 

Description 
Nuances, Rationale, Examples 

Whisper 
Coach/Mirror 

Model 
 

 
1. Whisper Coach: Without stopping the teacher’s practice, quietly tell her exactly what she is 

doing well or remind her about what to do (i.e. “Nice! Good curiosity…” or “Then narrate 
thinking…”). Avoid a rhythm that includes stopping after each repetition for feedback – give 
the feedback during the at-bat. 

2. Mirror Model:  Use non-verbals and body-language to show what perfect execution looks like 
during each rep; this helps each rep be perfect and prepares teacher for coach to use mirror 
modeling during live class. 
 

Reps Past 
Mastery/ Reps to 

Automaticity 

 
1. When teacher has demonstrated the skill with perfect execution of all steps, pause to name 

the facets that made it perfect, then reset the bar for reps to automaticity. 
2. Have the teacher execute 15-20 additional reps at this level of perfection, in quick succession. 
3. The first 5 reps past mastery should be exactly the same 
4. The bar of automaticity (20 in a row, perfectly) may reset with an imperfect rep 

 

One-to-One 

 
Use if teacher is slightly struggling with skill execution and Whisper Coach/Mirror Model Technique is 
not leading to excellent reps: 

1. Alternate reps:  coach models, teacher tries it, coach models, teacher tries it, etc. 
2. Exaggerate nuances:  use this to focus on the small details that really matter 
3. Provide energy and authenticity:  use this to move teachers from practicing robotically to 

executing as if in front of real students  
4. Transition back to teacher doing all the reps as soon as possible 

 

Wall Practice (for 
group PD) 

 
1. After giving feedback and monitoring to the point of automaticity, have teacher(s) turn 

toward a wall in the room to practice the skill 10-20 more times (Primarily used for multi-
teacher PD sessions). 

2. Frame as optimal practice because greatest number of reps can be achieved this way. 
3. Emphasize the importance of every rep being executed perfectly and with exaggeration of 

nuances. 
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Real-Time Coaching 
Name / Description Nuances, Rationale, Examples 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hand-Off Modeling 

 
1. Engage with Students – become a “co-teacher” in the room by immediately engaging with 

students (looking over shoulders, commenting on work, narrating or correcting behaviors) 
upon entry 
 

2. Entry – step into the role of “lead teacher” by: 
● “Can I…” – jumping in to ask a question or get involved (“Can I read this page?” 

“Can I try to trick them?” 
● “Have them…” – ask the teacher to have the kids talk to a partner, write 

something down, etc. 
● “Watch me…” – during independent work time, just ask the teacher to watch you 

model 
 

3. Model & Call Your Shot – name, in clear and concise steps, the skill or nuance you are 
modeling  
 

4. Exit  - hand the “lead teacher” role back by: 
● “You got it…” – tell the teacher the student attention is coming back to him 
● “Bring them back…” – tell the teacher to bring the students back from their 

activity when ready 
● “You try…” – during independent work time, have the teacher take over after 

you’ve modeled 
 

5. Engage with Students – move back into the co-teacher role, ready to jump in and model 
again, give affirming feedback, or “Mirror Model” to reinforce 
 

 
Whisper Coaching 

1. Name the skill and the step of that skill to execute  
2. Name, in as few words as possible, the change to that skill or step you’d like to see 
3. Stay until you’ve seen the skill executed correctly.   

 
 
 

Mirror Modeling 

1. Stand/sit in a spot in clear view of the teacher 
2. Predict next teacher move; preemptively model or signal physical action of the teacher 

(scanning away from student called on; exaggerating scan after “Go,” giving a quick 
proactive observable direction like “Hands folded;” smiling) 

3. Exaggerate the model; use clear and consistent signals 
 

 
 

Co-Teach Modeling 

1. Without stepping into lead teacher role, interact directly with students 
2. Catch teacher’s eye and follow up with whisper coaching to call your shot 

 
Particularly useful for: Proactive Observable Directions (frequency of restating); 
Standardized Corrections and Narration; 3-Level Feedback; Narrating Think Time; 
Providing a Sentence Starter/Format Matters. 
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Team Coaching 
Name / 

 Description 
Nuances, Rationale, Examples 

 
Team Huddle Practice 

 
2-10 minute whole 

staff/department/grade practice 
session as part of daily teacher 

routine 
 

 
1. Normalize practice, build energy around practice, troubleshoot/build on 

strength 
2. Quick purpose, quick model, teacher practice (individual, pairs) 
3. Book-end:  your goal today is… 

 
Isolated Execution  

Skills PD 
 

High-repetition practice, 
primarily alternating between 
individual and paired practice 
with occasional 3-group or 6-

group practice. 
 

 
1. Model and normalize individual practice (“wall practice”) 
2. Isolate and layer: build automaticity with smallest elements of skill before 

layering; work toward “sequence practice” (layering multiple teacher moves in 
order) and “rehearsal practice” (layering multiple teacher moves without 
consistent order and with content/lessons and student responses) 

3. Balance authenticity and repetition:  bigger practice groups means more 
authentic practice (more teachers in student role) but fewer repetitions to 
achieve automaticity  
 

 
 
 
 

Content Internalization and  
Curriculum Implementation PD 

 

 
1. “Warm-up” with execution skills most relevant to the content/curriculum focus 

(i.e. Turn and Talk execution if working on Concept Development) 
2. Teacher-facing Content Drills: Use a high-repetition, transferrable protocol to 

build content knowledge 
3. Rehearsal practice of repeatable lesson components (i.e. practice the Launch 

or Debrief of a lesson repeatedly, so that moves to use with the Launch or 
Debrief become transferrable across all/most lessons) with specific criteria for 
success for that lesson component 

4. Use interspersed Teach Backs of the same segment (i.e. 3 minutes) of a lesson 
as “checks for understanding” and gauges for improvement 

 
 
 
 

Small Group Development, 
including Data Meetings and 

Content Team Meetings 
 
 

 
1. Warm-up [optional] 
2. Stack audit/Data sort/Item analysis [if data meeting] 
3. Teacher-facing Content Drill (often Exemplar Component or 80-90-100) 
4. Student-facing Execution Drill (i.e. Next Question, Level 2 Feedback, Naming 

Laps, Stamping Understanding, etc.) 
5. Student-facing Rehearsal Practice 
6. Student/small group specific interventions and reteach plan 
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Accountability Coaching 
Name /  

Description 
Nuances, Rationale, Examples 

 
Accountability Coaching 

1. Address non-compliance directly 
a. Avoid “validating lack of compliance” 
b. Independent of student action 
c. We have to / We need to / It’s really important… 
d. Why or Why not? 

2. Time stamp next steps 
a. Quantitative direction 
b. Skill – Theme coaching; Expectation coaching 

(to kids) 
c. Compliance – Need help; Assistance; Model 

3. Disengage 
a. Time to figure it out 
b. Next action 

4. Address teacher response 
5. Follow-up 

a. We said you would… + Time bound direction 
b. Email – Confirm time bound deadline in writing 

 

 
 

1. Address in real-time  
2. “Let’s make sure…  It’s really important 

that…” 
3. Timebound  
4. Following up live (ex: “Hey, you’ve got two 

kids with heads down. In the next 30 sec….) 
and/or deposit for teacher  

5. Written follow up (30 seconds or less)  
 
 

See Accountability Coaching Skill and Drill 
document for scenarios for practice 

 
Implementing an in-class Structure 
 

1. Name the parts of the structure 
2. “Pressure Test” – do it in the teacher’s space, practice, 

give scenarios, what could go wrong, detailed vision 
3. Closure accountability – I will look for…if it’s not there I 

will remind… it will be fixed in the moment 
 

 
This is a variation of “Task Planning” that includes 
more rehearsal and is limited to 
routines/procedures 

 


